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NEW QUESTION: 1
A DevOps Engineer is responsible for the deployment of a PHP application. The Engineer is
working in a hybrid deployment, with the application running on both on-premises servers and
Amazon EC2 instances. The application needs access to a database containing highly
confidential information. Application instances need access to database credentials, which
must be encrypted at rest and in transit before reaching the instances.
How should the Engineer automate the deployment process while also meeting the security
requirements?
A. Use AWS CodeDeploy to deploy application packages to the instances. Store database
credentials on AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store using the Secure String data type.
Define an IAM policy for allowing access, and decrypt only the database credentials. Attach the
IAM policy to the role associated to the instance profile for CodeDeploy-managed instances,
and to the role used for on-premises instances registration on CodeDeploy.
B. Use AWS CodeDeploy to deploy application packages to the instances. Store database
credentials in the AppSpec file. Define an IAM policy for allowing access to only the database
credentials. Attach the IAM policy to the role associated to the instance profile for
CodeDeploy-managed instances and the role used for on-premises instances registration on
CodeDeploy
C. Use AWS Elastic Beanstalk with a PHP platform configuration to deploy application packages
to the instances. Store database credentials on AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store using
the Secure String data type. Define an IAM role for Amazon EC2 allowing access, and decrypt
only the database credentials. Associate this role to all the instances.
D. Use AWS CodeDeploy to deploy application packages to the instances. Store database
credentials on AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store using the Secure String data type.
Define an IAM role with an attached policy that allows decryption of the database credentials.
Associate this role to all the instances and on-premises servers.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement regarding the Multi-tenant cluster pricing tier is the most correct?
A. Data volume is measured in GBs per month: users pay a flat rate of S500 USD per month for
access to the multi-tenant tier and can perform an unlimited number of API calls.
B. Data volume is measured in GBs per month: users are charged at the end of every monthly

billing cycle according to the amount of data volume processed and the number of API requests
made, no matter the usage amount.
C. Data volume is measured in GBs per month: users accrue charges according to the number
of API calls made, but if this monthly total is under $5.00 USD the user will not be charged.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a 4-node cluster, how many LIFs are required on each node to allow a host to use ALUA and
have multiple optimized paths to each LUN?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A
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